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Abstract
In this paper, DPMine, a new approach for discovering large Colossal Pattern Sequences from Biological datasets is discussed.
DPMine effectively discovers Doubleton Patterns which are further enriched into DPT+ tree to generate colossal pattern sequences
with vector intersection operator. DPMine makes use of a new integrated data structure called ‘D-struct’, as combination of a
doubleton data matrix and one dimensional array pair set to dynamically discover Doubleton Patterns from Biological datasets.
DPT+ tree is constructed as Bitwise Top down Column enumeration tree. D-struct has a diverse feature to facilitate is, it has
extremely limited and accurately predictable main memory and runs very quickly in memory based constraints. The algorithm is
designed in such a way that it takes only one scan over the database to discover large colossal pattern sequences. The empirical
analysis on DPMine shows that, the proposed approach attains a better mining efﬁciency on various Biological datasets and
outperforms Colossal Pattern Miner (CPM) and BVBUC in different settings. The performance of DPMine on Biological data set
is also assessed with Accuracy and F-measure.
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1. Introduction
Modern Computational Biology known as Bioinformatics exploration is gaining much importance in the extraction
of knowledge from biological data sets. The best part is its strong relationship with Medicine. The Bioinformatics has
developed various important algorithms for biological data analysis. The development in Medical technology in last
decade has introduced a new form of datasets called biological datasets well known as Gene Expression Datasets and
Microarray Datasets. Unlike transactional datasets, these high dimensional databases usually have few rows (samples)
and a huge number of columns (genes). In fact, from the genome sequences or system biology, the principal challenge
is to identify functional genes for effective analysis. In bioinformatics, the biologists can make use of the advances in
computational biology to analyze large and complex datasets. Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining has concerned
as an imminent need to extract useful information and knowledge from these datasets.
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After its introduction in Data Mining, Frequent Pattern Mining (FPM) gained as a prominent data mining paradigm
that assists to extract patterns that conceptually symbolize associations amongst discrete attributes and performs an
imperative role in information mining and data exploration tasks as well as applications. Based on the intricacy
of those relations, different types of patterns can occur. The most commonest kind of patterns tend to be mining
association rules1,2, episodic3, correlations4, sequential patterns5,6, maximal patterns and frequent closed patterns7–9,
classiﬁcation10,12, and clustering11.
There are numerous algorithms developed for fast and efﬁcient mining of frequent patterns, which are classiﬁed into
two categories. The very ﬁrst category Candidate Generation approach, such as Apriori2 and its subsequent studies
are in view of Apriori property2: if a pattern seriously isn’t frequent, then its super pattern cannot be frequent. The
Apriori based algorithm achieved good diminution around the sized candidate sets. Nevertheless, when there are
quite a few frequent patterns or even long patterns, it will take multiple scans over large databasee to build candidate
sets. The second category, pattern-growth approach, including FP-growth2 also uses the Apriori property. However,
it recursively partition the database into sub databases to generating candidate sets. It makes limited scans over the
database.
2. Literature Survey
In the literature, several algorithms were developed under pattern growth approach for discovering frequent patterns
and closed patterns8,14, 15. It uses enumeration based approaches8,15, 16 in which item combinations are searched for
frequent Colossal Patterns. In view of this, their running time increases exponentially with increase the average length
of the records and makes minimum two scans over the Data Base. These will consume large extent of memory usage
and predictably takes enough time when memory based constrains are present. These algorithms are rendering to be
impractical on high dimensional microarray datasets. The complete set of frequent closed patterns are obtained using
row enumeration space was ﬁrst shown in16, which was also observed in13.
Nevertheless, the existing frequent pattern mining approaches still encounter the following difﬁculties.
• All item enumeration based mining methods are based on singleton patterns and take much time to compute these
patterns.
• Huge main memory is required for effective mining. When memory constraints are present, an Apriori-like
algorithm will not be effective since it produces enormous candidates for long patterns. Enough memory space is
required to store candidate sets for discovering frequent patterns of different size. FP-growth6 evades candidate
generation by condensing into an FP-tree.
• Real time databases hold all the cases. Most of the datasets in real time applications are either sparse or dense.
It is difﬁcult to choose a proper mining method on the ﬂy which suits for all cases.
• Real time applications require high dimensional and scalable.Several existing approaches are efﬁcient for smaller
size data sets. However as the dataset size increases the existing methods shows ﬁt falls on core data structures
and requires enough memory.
• Multiple scans over the Database. Most of the existing apriori and FP-growth approaches
make several scans over the databases. Efﬁcient data storage structures are needed to store intermediate
results.
Row enumeration search can be explored by constructing projected database recursively17. Vertical bottom up
approach is enabled to mine efﬁcient Colossal Patterns of larger size18. However, there is a need to consider column
enumeration algorithms speciﬁed in many algorithms are proposed to mine frequent Colossal Patterns. However for
high dimensional datasets the pattern mining problem consumes more time and space. If a dataset is with 100 rows and
1000 columns, the existing enumeration algorithms works well if threshold is set to low while discovering Colossal
patterns and often generates huge number of discovered patterns with no suitable information. However, traditional
FPM methods are having ﬁt falls in dealing with high dimensional datasets because of its dimensionality, size and
main memory utilization. These pretences a novel challenge on design and developing a new method which is efﬁcient
in pattern mining on large databases where space requirement is limited. For this reason Doubleton Pattern Mining
(DPM) is considered for analyzing biological datasets.
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Table 1. Sample transaction database DB.
Rid Gene attributes
c1 g1, g2, g3, g5, g7, g8, g9
c2 g1, g3, g4, g5, g6, g8, g10
c3 g2, g5, g6, g7, g8
c4 g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7, g11
c5 g1, g2, g4, g6, g7
c6 g2, g5, g7, g8, g9, g10, g11
3. Motivation and Contribution
The developments in Bioinformatics contributed to the developments of new datasets called High Dimensional
Datasets. Exploration of Genetic structures like DNA, RNA, and Protein sequences from Biological datasets will
develop new innovations in medical diagnosis. To do this colossal pattern sequences are to be discovered and
Doubleton Pattern Mining (DPM) is considered as very useful for analyzing these datasets. The problem of Doubleton
Pattern Mining is to ﬁnd the complete set of Colossal Pattern Sequences in a given biological data set. The main
objective is to discover all Colossal Pattern Sequences in a given biological dataset D with regard to user minimum
support threshold.
In this paper, we study an efﬁcient new algorithm DPMine that is specially designed to discover very large Colossal
Pattern Sequences over biological datasets is described. DPMine makes use of a new data structure called doubleton
data matrix D-struct which can be used to discover Colossal Pattern sequences by performing attribute enumeration as
depth ﬁrst rowwise enumeration, and efﬁciently reduces the searching time over the dataset. DPMine has the following
stages; ﬁrst, a doubleton pattern discovery algorithm is proposed for the reduced datasets using D-struct that can ﬁt into
the memory. Second, DPMine uses a new attribute enumeration column vector based intersection operator to discover
pattern sequences efﬁciently by reducing the search time and database scans. The experimental results show that this
approach produces better results when mining biological datasets and outperforms Colossal Pattern Miner on different
settings.
4. Basic Preliminaries
Let G = {g1, g2 . . . gm} be a set of m gene attributes, also called gene variables. An attribute X is a subset
of attributes such that X ⊆ G, an attribute G = {g1, g2 . . . gm} is also denoted as G = g1, g2 . . . gm . Let
C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cn} be a set rows representing experimental conditions deﬁed over biological dataset, where each
Ci is a set of n subsets called genes. Each row in C identiﬁes a subset of items. C = (rid, X) is a 2-tuple, where rid
is a row-id and X an attribute. A row C = (rid, X) is said to contain attribute Y if and only if Y ⊆ X . Table 1 shows
an example of the dataset in which the genes are represented from g1 to g11. Let the ﬁrst two columns of Table 1 be
our sample data set. Table 1 shows a dataset DB is the set of experimental conditions. Each Ci contains a subset of
genes represented in lexicographic order. The main objective is to discover all Colossal Pattern Sequences in a given
biological dataset DB with regard to user minimum support threshold.
Deﬁnition 1. A support(s) is deﬁned as the number of transactions in DB, that contains both X and Y , represented
as its frequency. Support (X♦Y ) = P(XUY )
Deﬁnition 2. Conﬁdence(c) of the Rule X♦Y is true in the Database DB, if it contains the number of transactions
containing X that also contains Y , represented as Conﬁdence(X♦Y ) = P(Y |X) = P(XUY )|P(X)
Deﬁnition 3. TheRelative frequency of an attributes, X,Y is contained in Database, the relative frequency is deﬁned
as
Relative frequency (RF) = support(X,Y )
support(X)
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Table 2. Gene expression matrix (M) of the sample database (DB).
Rid g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 g10 g11
c14 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
c2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
c3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
c5 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
c6 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
Support Count 4 5 3 3 5 4 5 4 2 2 2
Table 3. Pruned gene matrix with support is 3.
Rid g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8
c1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
c2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
c3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
c4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
c5 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
c6 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
Support Count 4 5 3 3 5 4 5 4
Deﬁnition 4. An Association Rule is an inference of the form X → Y between two attributes X and Y where
X,Y ∈ I and X ∩ Y = , which satisﬁes user supplied Support s and Conﬁdence c.
Deﬁnition 5. Colossal pattern sequence: An attribute set X ∈ I , is a pattern sequence, if and only if sup(X) ≥
min− sup and must be a doubleton pattern.
Deﬁnition 6. Doubleton pattern: A doubleton pattern can be frequent if both items in the set are frequent by
themselves. A doubleton pattern set (X,Y ) is frequent if both X and Y in the set are also frequent and it is true in
Database DB, if it is having its min-sup above 2.
5. Related Work
For a given set features in biological dataset, we deﬁne a Gene Expressionmatrix (M) with m rows and n columns in
such way that experimental conditions on rows and genes on columns. Table 2 represents a bit matrix M , which is the
equivalent gene ExpressionMatrix of the database DB, where 1-means ‘overexpressed’ and 0-means ‘underexpressed’.
A transaction in gene expression data is associated with ‘overexpressed’ data.
Column wise pruning will be performed on gene matrix M based on minsup and eliminate the columns whose total
occurrences are less than minsup. The pruned gene Expression matrix is shown Table 3 with the minsupp is 3.
The support is given as the frequency of the rows in the dataset that contain a set of features G′. The relative
frequency of rows in the dataset that contain X is called its support of X , for a given set of items X ⊆ 1. For set
patterns, there exists a colossal pattern sequences with a maximum length.
6. DPMine
In this section, we study efﬁcient mining of colossal pattern sequences from biological dataset. The ﬁrst subsection
illustrates the mining process of DPMine with an example and the next, the DPMine algorithm.
6.1 Discovering colossal pattern sequences with vector database
In the literature there are different ways to analyze the biological datasets. High dimensional Databases
characterized as experimental conditions as rows and large gene variables as columns. This distinctive characteristic
will minimize the number of experimental conditions in pattern mining process by constructing a doubleton data matrix
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Fig. 1. Doubleton data matrix with column vector database and triple count arrays.
with vertical search strategies. Row enumeration algorithms works well when the dataset size is low dimensions.
Horizontal search strategy cannot do efﬁcient mining of patterns since the possibility of discovering exponential order
of items. D-struct matrix is constructed using vertical search strategy as shown in Fig. 1. For the same gene expression
data in Table 1 with minimum support = 3, we introduce a doubleton pattern mining method for mining Colossal
pattern sequences. This method explores the concept of vector databases as shown in Fig. 1.
6.1.1 Finding doubleton frequent patterns
Using vertical search strategies, construct a doubleton data matrix such that each attributes is a bitwise column
vector and their corresponding genes are in the all rows of this column vector. Now scan the dataset and mark the row
number corresponding to each row and column. Each entry in the matrix is a column vector contains set of bit ﬁelds
and storing with binary values. Its support values are stored in triple count array as shown in the Fig. 1.
6.1.2 One dimensional triple array pair set
In General, the Association Rule mining algorithms maintain different item count frequency values throughout
a scan over database. It is hard to update a 1 to a count set where the counting sequences are stored in different
memory locations and difﬁcult in loading the page to main memory. In such cases, these algorithms will be slow in
ﬁnding that pattern pair count in main memory as it takes extra overhead on processing time and increases the time to
discover frequent pattern set. When it comes to high dimensional datasets, it is difﬁcult to maintain all in one memory.
To optimize main memory, a pattern pair (i, j) occurrence in the dataset should be counted in one place. If the Colossal
pattern sequence order is i < j , and uses only one entry a [i, j ] in two dimensional array a. This approach makes
half of the array as useless. Count Array (CA) is a more efﬁcient way to store Colossal Pattern sequences in memory.
A count array is deﬁned as a one-dimensional triple array set which will store a count as CA[k] for the pair (i, j), with
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, where
K = (i − 1)
(
n − i
2
)
+ ( j − i)
To discover colossal pattern sequences, DPMine performs a iterative depth ﬁrst search (DFS) on column enumeration
strategy. By imposing backtracking search order on column sets, we are able to perform a systematic search over
colossal pattern sequences.
6.1.3 Pruning the search space by creating a DPT+ tree and doubleton database
Let R be the gene sequence discovered from doubleton matrix, R-is gene doubleton database which exclusively
contains a particular gene and its Rid count must be above the min support threshold as shown in Table 4. The
discovered doubleton pattern pair sets can be divided into 7 non-overlap subsets based on the doubleton data matrix:
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Table 4. A gene doubleton database.
S. no. Gene Conditioned on Rid numbers
1 g1 { g2, g3, g4, g5, g6, g7 } 1,2,4,5
2 g2 { g5, g6, g7, g8 } 1,3,4,5,6
3 g3 {g5} 1,2,4
4 g4 { g6 } 2,4,5
5 g5 {g6, g7, g8 } 1,2,3,4,6
6 g6 {g7} 3,4,5
7 g7 {g8} 1,3,6
Fig. 2. DPT+ sub trees of gene g1 and g2.
Each non-overlap subset is converted into DPT+ tree. The tree is constructed as phylogenetic tree. Now it is possible
to enumerate gene g1, such that a non overlapping subset which belong to pattern g1. On the other hand for each gene
g1, if g1 belongs to all rows of Ci which condition g1 will create gene doubleton database about g1. A vertical top
down tree is constructed in a fact that the size of corresponding pattern of a node g1 in vertical top down search tree
DPT+ is never less than the size of any of its children’s corresponding to g1. So in each branch of this tree, the size
of the patterns is greater than the size of patterns which are produced in level i of the branch. Since the ﬁrst level
of tree contains doubleton patterns with minsup. So if we explore the tree only to minsup level, it can discover all
the colossal patterns of the dataset. The DPT+ tree searches only minsup level of tree which is explicitly conditioned
on non-overlapping set and prunes its children. Figure 2 shows sub tree for set of subset that containing only g1 and
another sub tree for set of subsets containing only g2.
6.1.4 Discovering colossal pattern sequences
From the discovered gene doubleton databases, we can expand each i -level pattern pair sets to form a new bitwise
column vector to determine the equivalent Colossal pattern sequences which is frequent or not. In column enumeration
search strategy, each pattern sequence is a column set and its adjunct gene is those which there are all rows of
this column set. A column bit vector, which is the result of performing intersection operation on column vectors to
determine the corresponding pattern sequence. Finding pattern sequences containing only g1, and then containing only
g2 and so on. The left over mining process can be performed on D-struct, only without referring the original Database.
For every doubleton pattern there is a k value.
In the above example the pair set g1 · g2 can be explored on g3 to create a new pattern pair set as g1 · g2 and
g3. It performs bitwise vertical intersection on g1g2 and g3 and discovers a new doubleton pattern pair set. Its
corresponding count value is stored on a 3-level triple count array. g1g2 and g3 is not equal to either g1g2 or g3. Hence
it is also called as colossal doubleton patterns and its count is 2, which is stored in triple array. Figure 3 shows minsup
pruned DPT+ tree for the dataset of the Table 1. Based on this tree we can construct a pruned bitwise vector tree for
discovering colossal pattern sequences. We can expand each level 2 node of this tree and construct its children and go
on expanding to next level with minsup. By performing Column vector intersection and expanding to next level, this
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Fig. 3. DPT+ Tree for discovering colossal pattern sequences.
Table 5. Pattern sequences generated using column vector intersection operator.
S. no. Colossal pattern sequence
1 {g1, g2, g3, g5, g7}
2 {g1, g2, g4, g6, g7}
3 {g1, g3, g4, g5, g6}
4 {g2, g5, g6, g7}
5 {g2, g5, g7, g8}
6 {g1, g3, g5, g8}
7 {g1, g2, g7}
8 {g1, g4, g6}
9 {g2, g5, g7}
10 {g2, g6, g7}
11 {g5, g6, g8}
12 {g2, g7}
13 {g5, g8}
process is repeated recursively with a brute force backtracking and forwarding, we can discover long colossal pattern
sequences which are doubleton or Colossal patterns as in Table 5.
6.2 Finding the level of accuracy of the discovered colossal pattern sequences
After discovering the Colossal pattern sequences form doubleton pattern mining, the level of correctness of
our algorithm is measured using the “Accuracy” and “F-measure” to evaluate the overall performance; these are
characterized by using the formulas.
Let (X,Y ) be the discovered doubleton Colossal Pattern Sequence, then
F-measure(X,Y ) = 2 ∗ P
( Y
X
) ∗ P ( XY )
P
( Y
X
)+ P ( XY )
Accuracy (ACC) of (X,Y) = P(XY ) + P(¬XY¬)
6.3 DPMine algorithm
In a given gene database, a relevance frequency(RF) , the problem of mining the set of doubleton patterns can be
considered as partitioning into n-sub problems. The problem of partitioning can be performed recursively that is each
subset of DPM can be further divided when necessary. This forms a divide and prune framework. The mine the subsets
of DPM, we construct corresponding doubleton Databases.
For each remaining attribute i in Ai , starting from it Recursively calls DPmine (i X, Dt|i , Ai ,CPS) to build its
i -level doubleton Database DT |i and discover all its patterns using dynamically created count array.
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Algorithm 1. DPMine algorithm.
Table 6. Characteristics of test datasets.
S. no Dataset name Size
1 Lung Cancer 12533 genes × 181 samples
2 Prostate Cancer 12600 genes × 102 samples
3 Breast cancer 25 genes × 699 samples
4 Heart 28 genes × 303 samples
5 Diabetes 17 genes × 768 samples
Table 7. Performance on LC in (sec).
Support (RF) Colossal pattern miner (CPM) BVBUC DPMine
0.03 116 72 49
0.05 98 58 35
0.06 65 39 28
0.08 52 24 09
0.1 41 21 06
7. Performance Analysis
In this section we will revise the performance of our algorithm with CPM and BVBUC. The run time is measured
as Elapsed time and IO seek time. Colossal Pattern Miner is an enumeration based algorithm has shown its better
performance on discovering Colossal Pattern Sequences. We implemented this algorithm and compare our method
with them. In our performance study we used the variant size of the datasets; it is difﬁcult to assess the minsup
threshold as an absolute number. Instead, minsup threshold is determined by relative frequency (RF). Experiments are
performed on ﬁve real datasets from UCI19 to compare the algorithm. Table 6 shows the characteristic information
about the datasets.
Table 7 and Table 8 shows the result of running three algorithms DPMine Colossal Pattern Miner and BUBVC on a
real standard dataset Lung Cancer (LC) and Prostate Cancer (PC). It is notices that with increasing minimum support
(RF) all the algorithm performance in data set will be decreased.
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Table 8. Performance on PC in (sec).
Support (RF) Colossal pattern miner (CPM) BVBUC DPMine
0.03 89 50 48
0.05 86 48 44
0.06 75 37 31
0.08 70 26 15
0.1 67 21 11
Fig. 4. Performance on PC (sec). Fig. 5. Performance on LC (sec). Fig. 6. Memory usage (count array) in Mb.
Table 9. Colossal pattern sequences discovered using DPMine (with uniform relative frequency).
# of pattern Maximum possible Average Accuracy Highest Accuracy
S. no. Dataset sequences accuracy F-measure (FM) (ACC) F-measure (FM) (ACC)
1 Breast cancer 6,936 100 94.55 95.12 96.08 96.42
2 Heart 41,096 100.00 66.05 70.27 80.37 80.85
3 Diabetes 923 97.79 66.87 73.83 68.54 74.09
Table 10. Colossal pattern sequences discovered using DPMine (with varying relative frequency)..
# of pattern Maximum possible Average Accuracy Highest Accuracy
S. no. Dataset sequences accuracy (MA) F-measure (FM) (ACC) F-measure (FM) (ACC)
1 Breast cancer 11338 100.00 94.22 94.84 95.74 96.13
2 Heart 62,833 100.00 64.74 69.94 79.40 79.87
3 Diabetes 1,133 97.79 67.20 73.70 68.26 73.70
Often with frequent pattern mining algorithms, it is observed that the performance is poor when minsup is small.
Therefore when the minsup is small, DPMine has a good mining efﬁciency. From the Fig. 4 the performance on
Prostate Cancer (PC), it is observed that DPMine has a maximum difference in running time with CPM and minimum
with BVBUC when support is Minimum. From Fig. 5 the performance on Lung Cancer (LC), the difference of
efﬁciency of DPMine with Colossal Pattern Miner (CPM) and BVBUC is very much when the minsup is small.
Figure 6 gives memory usage of three algorithms at different support thresholds. DPMine is best the reason is that the
time consumptions of backward and forward extensions check on every doubleton pattern. DPMine memory usage is
lower than CPM and BVBUC because of the one Dimensional Count Array and the pruning strategy. Table 9 and 10,
shows the correctness of DPMine on various datasets is presented.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, a new algorithm DPMine is presented to mine long biological datasets. In our algorithm we iteratively
constructed a data matrix D-Struct, a bitwise representation of the dataset for effective discovery of doubleton
patterns. We used a vector column intersection bitwise operation to facilitate the algorithm to extract Colossal Pattern
Sequences. We also used Triple count array along with D-Struct to improve the efﬁciency of the mining process when
memory constraints are present. The empirical study shows that our algorithm has attained good mining efﬁciencies
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under different settings. Furthermore, our performance analysis demonstrate that this algorithm also attains highest
Accuracy and F-measure in discovering Colossal pattern sequences and signiﬁcantly the best compared to formerly
developed algorithms.
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